
China Seed Market To Hit $3.9 Billion!

Shandong Zhouyuan Seed and Nursery Co., Ltd (SZSN)
$0.28 UP 16.6%

China is the second largest seed market in the world. China’s current market 
is $2.9 Billion annually and experts forecast it to hit $3.9 Billion 
in the next 2.5 years. SZSN is already expanding to keep ahead of the demand. 
Read the news, and watch for more Monday. Get on SZSN!



We can also confirm that they are not planning on showing the teaser trailer dur
ing the Warner Bros.
com - The golden avenger has a "swinging" director in Jon Favreau, and he’s alre
ady picked the perfect Tony Stark in Robert Downey Jr.
Haley will play Walter Kovacs, aka Rorschach, who ignores the ban on costumed vi
gilantes.
Keep up with Professor Xavier’s X-Men and everything "X" at this X-cellent fansi
te!
Virtual girls of vid-games!
The original ’Raiders’ leading lady makes her long-awaited return.
"The Sam and Hilary thing was supposed to be the biggest secret of them all," he
 shrugged.
While investigating a murder, Rorschach learns that a former masked-hero colleag
ue has been killed, prompting him to begin investigating a possible conspiracy.
"Mack joins fellow cast members Tom ’Clark Kent’ Welling and John ’Jonathan Kent
’ Schneider in taking the director’s reins.
The creative team behind the Rear Window-like Disturbia will help bring the Vert
igo comic series Y: The Last Man to the big screen.
The creative team behind the Rear Window-like Disturbia will help bring the Vert
igo comic series Y: The Last Man to the big screen.
Pictures has confirmed the cast for Watchmen, the big screen adaptation of the s
eminal DC Comics limited series.
ignoring the voice inside my head that is screaming ’You have no clue how to do 
this!
has learned from a very reliable source that Warner Bros.
, publishers of a network of
com, which appears to be yet another viral site for The Dark Knight.
Wilson will play the Nite-Owl, a crime-figher who uses technical wizardry and ha
s an owl-shaped flying vehicle.
"Mack joins fellow cast members Tom ’Clark Kent’ Welling and John ’Jonathan Kent
’ Schneider in taking the director’s reins.
com- Spike put a stake in the Blade TV series, but you can keep track of the Day
walker in comics and movies here!
"Looks like we’ll have to wait quite a while.
They surprised Arad with the latter bit of info which was initially leaked onto 
the internet by director John Favreau.
The Dark Knight Update!
Keep up with Professor Xavier’s X-Men and everything "X" at this X-cellent fansi
te!
, publishers of a network of
There’s been some rumors that the studio had pulled out of the event, but that’s
 not true.
Would Sylar eat Spock’s Brain?
movie, which Zack Snyder is directing.
," a stunned Arad replied when asked about Swank.
Morgan will play the Comedian, a cigar-chomping, gun-toting vigilante-turned-par



amilitary agent.
Jackson will be playing Nick Fury in ’Iron Man’.
com - Nicolas Cage stars as the hellatious hero Ghost Rider when he is possessed
 by vengence demon Zarathos.
Keep track of the violent vigilante’s production schedule here.
Robert is doing ’Barbarella’ first.
"Mack joins fellow cast members Tom ’Clark Kent’ Welling and John ’Jonathan Kent
’ Schneider in taking the director’s reins.
Will anything else happen for the movie at the panel or during the Con?
No greek tragedies or artsy directors this time, just lots of "Hulk SMASH".
He hatches a plot to avert a global catastrophe he believes will be caused by Dr
.
The original ’Raiders’ leading lady makes her long-awaited return.


